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I. CENERAI.
l.O3 Under the dedicated plant plan, a pair is

permanently assigned to a specific residence
or non-key business address from a central office'
Once dedicated, the pair will remain permanently
assigned to a customer's location, whether working
or idle.

l.O4 Subscriber drop, block, or buried service
wires should not be terminated in an access

point.

l.O5 Access points can be distinguished from
control points by:

(a) A green B Cable Tie placed around the
THROUGH cable of a strand-mounted access

point. A red B Cable Tie identifies a control
point.

(b) A marker with a letter A on a green
background installed on pole- and wall-mounted

closures, building cabinets, and buried closures.
Control points are identified by a letter C on a
red background.

l.06 Access points have been designed so that
personnel entering an access point will find

the O(lT cable pairs placed through the rear holes
of the wiring brackets, and the method of connecting
the /IV and OIIT pairs the same regardless of the
type of closure. This has been done to facilitate
good housekeeping. The closure should always look
neat after the workman leaves the job.

l.o7 A talk pair is provided for calling testboard
and other locations which will reduce test

pick damage to the conductors.

2. DEFINITIONS

2.01 Aecess Points provide a means of connecting
pairs in distribution cables to spare pairs in

main or branch feeder cables. Cables entering
access points from the central office or a preceding
control point are termed fN or TH&OaGH cables

(Fig. 1). Cables leaving access points toward
subscribers are termed OUT cables. Cables which
originate in the access point assume the address
of the access point, and the cable pair numbers
assigned to the pairs in these cables begin at one
(1) and continue up to the total number of pairs
originating at this location. THfuOUGE feeder
cables leaving access points do not change tlesignations.
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4. IDENTIFYING SPECIAT CIRCUIIS
4.01 When cable pairs are used for special services,

it will be necessary to identify the circuits
at the time the pairs are connected by wrapping
a red warning marker tape around each B Wire
Connector as shown in Fig. B.

4.O2 When disconnecting the special service pairs,
remove the red warning marker tape from

the B Wire Connectors.
5. CONNECTING

5.01 The procedures for connecting the IN and
OUT cable pairs in an access point are the

same in each type of closure and are designed to
eliminate unnecessary handling of pairs once they
are connected, promote good housekeeping, and
provide easy identification; therefore it is important
that the procedures outlined in this section be
followed.
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5.02 Loosen the B Cable Tie and select the assigned
fN pair.

5.03 Cut the assigned /N pair as close to the
)acetate containerf as possible as shown in

Fig. 9.

Note: If the wrong pair is cut, insert each
conductor in a B Wire Connector and press.
Replace the pair within its binder group.

5.04 Pull the assigned fN pair from the binder
group and place in the lront wiring bracket

hole (Fig. 10) corresponding to the assigned OU?
cable pair to which it is to be connected. Do not
remoae the OUT cable pair from the rear hole
of the wiring bracket.

5.05 Remove the OUT cable pair from the single
wire tie.

5.06 Cut the assigned fil pair to the same length
as the assigned OIIT pair and connect with

a B Wire Connector as shown in Fig. ll. If for
any reason the /fl pair is shorter than the OU?
pair, piece out the IN pair (Part 6). Do not cut
the OUT pail.. Use only a B Connector presser
or Pneumatic Presser for crimping the B Wire
Connectors.

5.O7 Tighten the single wire tie on the remaining
unconnected pairs of the OIIT binder groups.
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5.Og Secure the capped spare binder groups to
the bottom of the closure by tightening the

B cable Tie.

TOOP.IHROUGH TOCATIONS AND SIRAND.MOUNIED
cr.osuREs

5.0o Select the IN cable pair from the preferred
count and cut the pair at the butt of the

cable away from the central office side of the
closure.
5.1 0 Repeat 5.04 and 5.06 for placing and

connecting the assigned IN cable pair.

6. PIECING-OUI

OUT CABTE PAIR

6.01 If for any reason the OUT cable pair is
too short to reach an assigned wiring bracket

hole, piece-out the conductor as follows (Fig. 12).
Use wire having the same colored insulation and
gauge as the cable pair.

(a) Cut the OUT cable pairs even.

(b) Insert the tip conductor and the like-colored
piecing-out wire in a B Wire Connector and

(c) Insert the ring conductor and the like-colored
piecing-out wire in a B Wire Connector and

press.

(d) Route the OUT cable pair through the
assigned rear hole of the wiring bracket

and apply from 4 to 6 tight twists as close to
the bottom of the wiring bracket as possible.
This prevents pair splitting.
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(e) Cut the piecing-out wire to the same length
as the other unconnected pairs of the binder

group.
rN CABI.E PAIR

6.02 The procedures for piecing_out the Iil cable
pair (Fig. 18) are identical to the procedures

out l ined in 6.01, except cross-connect ing wire may
be used as the piecing-out wire if no iriru having
the same-colored insulation or gauge as the Id cable
pair is available. Never use an odd,-colored wire.

6.03 ! .oule the pieced-out wire through the
. distributing rings, binder group identilication

tie, and the front hole of th1 *i.ine bracket
corresponding to the assigned OIIT cablT pair.

6.04 Connect the assigned IN cable pair and the
OUT cable pair using B Wire Connectors.

7. TATKING CIRCUIT

7.Ol The terminal block. installed at the time of
construction, provides the workman with a

talking circuit for calling the test desk, etc.

7.OZ Detailed instructions covering the use of
specific types of handsets are covered in

other sections.
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Fig. l-Simplified Dedicoted Plonr Disrribution System


















